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We bring families closer to you
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About US
Single Moms Power is a platform targeting mainly single
mothers and stay at home moms. Our goal is to empower our
audience, help them reach their highest potential while helping
them balance their career, family and personal life. Single Moms
Power was started by Marie Clemence Dieudonne “Clemence” after
she successfully pursue her higher education and obtain her
second degree from Baruch College in 2016 while being a Single
Mom. She has since inspired other moms and has amassed a
growing number of readers, subscribers and followers. Using both
her business and technical background, Clemence effectively
captures an engaging audience.
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We have over 7350 followers on Twitter @singlemomspower, over 1200 on Instagram @singlemomspower, and are currently
focusing on growing our Facebook audience and soon YouTube.
Considering how much we have grown over the past year,
we are now opening our platforms to businesses wishing to partner, sponsor or advertise with us and take advantage of our audience. We reach our interactive and dynamic audience via newsletters, on social media platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and LinkedIn. In addition, our responsive website allows easy
desktop and mobile access. We also develop and execute comprehensive search engine optimization techniques and practices to
improve our ranking on search engines while targeting the right
audience. Note that Single Moms Power advertises in compliance
with FTC guidelines.
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